expressed genes (DEGs) revealed that the knocked-down transcription factor ZBTB38 27 interacted with p53 and arrested cell cycles to inhibit the proliferation of the tumor cells. 28
Introduction 37
The zinc finger and BTB domain-containing protein family (ZBTB) is a class of 38 regulatory proteins that contain multiple C2H2 or C2HC zinc finger domains at the 39 C-terminus and BTB domains at the N-terminus. Most members of the family, as 40 transcription factors, bind to specific DNA sequences and regulate the transcriptional activity 41 of target genes (Stogios et in vitro by transcriptome analysis using the neuroblastoma cell model with down-regulated 53 ZBTB38 gene which was successfully established in our previous study s study (Cai et al. 54 2012; Cai et al. 2017). Consequently, it was found for the first time that when exogenous 55 genes were inserted into the exogenous gene via liposomes, autophagy was not initiated to 56 regulate the protective mechanism of the stress response, which was blocked on the contrary. 57
Research of the ZBTB protein family is currently focused on the process of tumor 58 formation and infections. However, it is rarely reported with respect to the effect of ZBTB38 59 were subjected to bioinformatics analysis of functional clustering with GO annotation and 75 pathway enrichment with KEGG pathway database. Key DEGs were screened and verified 76 by quantitative RT-PCR to obtain more important regulatory genes involved in tumor 77
Comparative analysis 127
The adaptor sequences and low-quality sequence reads were removed from the data 128 sets. Raw sequences were transformed into clean reads after data processing. These clean 129 reads were then mapped to the reference genome sequence. Only reads with a perfect match 130 or one mismatch were further analyzed and annotated based on the reference genome. 131
Tophat2 tools soft were used to map with reference genome (Langmead et All data were reported as mean ± standard deviation and analyzed using one-way 171 analysis of variance in SPSS v.17.0. Statistical tests were performed with the 172 comparisons between groups. A P-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. 174
Results 175

Quality control and yield statistics of transcriptome sequencing data 176
A total of 47.05 Gb clean data were obtained through the transcriptome sequencing of 177 SH-SY5Y cells, with at least 6.12 Gb and a ≥89.30% Q30 percentage for each sample (Table  178 1). Efficiency of sequence alignment referred to the percentage of mapped reads in the clean 179 reads, which reflected the utilization of transcriptome sequencing data. Statistical analysis of 180 the alignment results showed that the efficiency of read alignment for the reads of each 181 sample and the reference genome ranged between 79.42% and 81.92% (Table 2) , which 182 guaranteed that the selected reference genome assembly was qualified for data analysis. 183 Simulated distribution of the inserted fragment length for each sample showed only 209 single-peak pattern, indicating a high purification rate (see Figure. S3 ). 210
• Sequencing saturation status of DEGs in the mapped data was simulated and plotted for 211 the 6 groups of samples, as graphed in the following map. With the increase of 212 sequencing data, the number of DEGs tended to saturate, as shown in Figure S4 , which 213 confirmed that the data were sufficient and qualified for the subsequent analysis. 214
DEG and DEGs Function annotation 215
To acquire the comprehensive genetic information of ZBTB38 -/-SH-SY5Y cells, the 216 unigenes were blasted against the NR, Swiss-Prot, GO, COG, KOG, Pfam, KEGG database 217 resources to identity the functions of all of the unigene sequences. All of DEGs were 218 annotated to genes having known functions in the indicated databases based on the sequences 219 with the greatest similarity. DEseq was used to analyze the DEGs derived from the two 220 groups of cells to obtain a DEGs set. Finally, a total of 2,036 (83.5%) down-regulated DEGs 221 and 402 (16.5%) upregulated DEGs were selected. The number of DEGs annotated in this 222 gene set was shown in Table 3 . 223 Table S2 ), among 294 which PIK3C2A was the most down-regulated one, followed by RB1CC1 gene. Genes, 295 including RB1CC1, DDR2, ATM, and FRK, were related to the mTOR signaling pathway 296 and located in the downstream of PI3K-Akt signaling pathway. In summary, the transcription 297 factor ZBTB38 is involved in the process of protein synthesis and also, as a positive 298 regulatory factor, in the occurrence of autophagy directly. 299
Analysis of the results of Real-time quantitative PCR 300
To validate the sequencing results obtained by RNA-seq, real-time quantitative PCR was 301 performed on three candidate genes, including PIK3C2A, RB1CC1, ATM, related to the 302 mTOR signaling pathway. The result showed that the expression of these candidate genes 303 was significantly decreased in the ZBTB38 -/-cells compared to control group, which was 304 similar to the RNA-seq data ( role in the regulation of autophagy (Leger et al. 2006) . Therefore, it is believed in our study 391 that the autophagy regulation mechanism of the mTORC1-dependent signaling pathway is 392 also inhibited after ZBTB38 knockdown. 393
Orthologous assignments of gene products were carried out using the COG database. 394
Corresponding statistical analysis of the results also indicated that the silencing of ZBTB38 395 gene affected the homeostasis of the whole cell, and as a transcriptional factor, ZBTB38 396 regulated the transcription of intracellular proteins and influenced the expression and 397 transport of proteins in the downstream signaling pathways. The GO functional enrichment 398 analyses of DEGs suggested that most of the genes were involved in "Binding" and 399 "Catalytic Activity" of the molecular function between ZBTB38 -/-cells and the controls. 400
Therefore, this also partially explained the biological functions of the key candidate genes 401 enriched in KEGG pathway, i.e., all of them were specific binding DNAs or proteins that 402 regulated the transcriptional activity of target genes and involved in various intracellular 403 signaling pathways. 404
In conclusion, knockdown of the transcription factor ZBTB38 directly interacted with 405 p53 and arrested cell cycles to inhibit the proliferation of tumor cells. In addition, it also 406 significantly down-regulated the expressions of PTEN, the "molecular switch" of the 407 PI3K/Akt signaling pathway, and RB1CC1, the key gene for autophagy initiation, both of 408 which blocked the autophagy and accelerated the apoptosis of tumor cells. By using 409 neuroblastoma cells, a preliminary study was performed on exploiting DEGs, as well as the 410 key GO terms and KEGG pathways enriched by these DEGs in ZBTB38
-/-cells, providing a 411 theoretical foundation for further studies on the regulatory mechanism of ZBTB38 and 412 targeted anti-tumor therapies. 
